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Track-reconstruction challenges

Many tracks from the primary pp collision 
+ lots of tracks from 140-200 pile-up collisions

CMS at (HL-)LHC Muon Collider

The two major challenges for track reconstruction in high-density environments: 

1. Combinatorics  →  execution time increases exponentially with # of hits   ▶ 
2. Fake tracks  →  particularly for low-pT tracks 

The implications on the tracking approach depend on the nature of this high density

Few tracks from the primary µ+µ- collision 
+ lots of hits from the Beam Induced Background (BIB)

+  BIB
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A very attractive alternative to pp and e+e- colliders, which can combine  
high energy and clean final states in a single machine 

+ the  most energy efficient machine at √s ≥ 3 TeV    ▶ 

The greatest challenge for the detector design: high-density BIB 
from the muon decay products interacting with the accelerator lattice
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Muon Collider: few words

Muon Collider

CLIC
FCC-hh

LHC

HE-LHC

Nature Physics 17 289–292

◀  absorbing nozzles 
       tungsten + BCH

C. Curatolo, 2021

Several key features of BIB relevant for track reconstruction:

Arrival time 
few ns σt

Soft particles 
p < 50 MeV

Origin position 
dz ≥ 10 cm

vs 1-100 GeV  
for signal

vs σt = 30ps 
for signal

vs σz ≤ 3cm 
for signal

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41567-020-01130-x
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/48798/contributions/213113/
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Timing in tracking detectors

CMS installing the  timing layer  outside the tracker: 
• σt = 30-60ps 
• approved for the  Phase 2  upgrade (→2027) 
• 1 time measurement per track 

+ 1 more forward hit in  HGCAL  

 Full tracker  made of fast Si considered for Muon Collider 
• σt = 20-50ps  ← planning for the distant future (→2035+) 
• primarily used for TOF-based rejection of BIB hits 

readout time windows tailored to sensor positions 
• much more is possible with this timing information

Muon Collider Meeting - CERN, March 31-April 2, 2020M. Casarsa 8

Timing of the tracker hits

The time-of-arrival spread of the hits from the beam-induced bkg

provides a powerful handle to mitigate their number:

we assume a time resolution of 50 ps (100 ps) for the 

50-μm (100-μm) thick Si sensors;

“read out” only hits compatible with particles coming from the

interaction point. 

+3σ-3σ

VDX barrel 0 OT barrel 0

50-μm
sensors

100-μm
sensors

+3σ-3σ

CMS might add 1-2 more  timing layers  closer to the IP 
• σt = 30-60ps ?  ← depends on technology progress 

granularity + radiation hardness + material budget constraints 
• conceptually possible for the  Phase 3  upgrade  (→2036) 

Inner Tracker will have to be replaced to sustain the  
radiation damage throughout the HL-LHC program
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Very high hit density at the Muon Collider:  up to 1K hits/cm2 

↳ extremely challenging combinatorics  →  very slow track reconstruction 

1. Selecting hits in the narrow time window  tailored to the sensor position 
↳  limited by the time resolution  +  beamspot time spread  +  slow-particle TOF 

2. Selection of hit doublets aligned with the beamspot  (DL) 
↳  using double-layer arrangement of Si sensors in the Vertex Detector 

3. Selection of hit doublets aligned with the vertex  (tight DL) 
only possible if the vertex position in known in advance
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Tracking at Muon Collider

IP BIB
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Using Conformal tracking

IP BIB

Determine IP position 
with faster track reconstruction 
• only central region 
• inward search from ROI

→ →

IP BIB

loose selection needs to be used for  
compatibility with the spread of the collision point
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At the moment timing information is being considered in a rather limited way 
At CMS timing is used for matching 4D hits to the 3D-reconstructed tracks   ▶ 
to perform 4D vertex reconstruction  →  great separation of pile-up vertices 
Many event-reconstruction aspects are improved 
pile-up rejection, b-tagging, PID with TOF, etc. 

 More is possible  with the Phase 2 CMS design... 

1.   Endcap Timing Layer in reality consists of  
 2 layers of LGAD Si sensors     ▶ 

 Can use 2-3 hits with space+time information 
   +  for a rough pT estimate from the r-φ separation 
   +  for a rough vertex Z-position estimate with σZ ≥ 1cm based on TOF 

2.  Soft tracks have a strong correlation between the pT and the length   ▶ 

 Can use TOF for an estimate of the track pT from a single 4D hit 

Certain track topologies might be reconstructed with less combinatorics  
using inward search  seeding from the outer 4D hits 
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Timing application: at present moment
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Correlation of space and time at each 
points of the track allows further 
suppression of combinatorics
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Advanced use of timing: inside track reconstruction

Approximate vertex position can be estimated  
from the space-time distribution of the hits  
close to the IP   using a Hough transform? 
• σt = 20ps  →  vertex σz ≥ 6-10mm  

Would allow for tighter angular matching of hits  
with the beamspot position 

Potentially applicable at CMS Phase 3 
1-2 timing layers close to the IP 

The optimal reconstruction strategy might be to use multiple stages  
assuming different track topologies at each stage 

1. high pT, high velocity, small displacement  (ignore β and curvature) 
2. low pT, low velocity, small displacement  (multiple mass hypotheses) 
3. larger displacements  (no beamspot constraint) 
4. exotic tracks  (very small velocities, very large displacements, etc.) 

Track seeding and propagation strategies optimised for specific topologies 
reducing combinatorics at every next stage

negligible effect of track curvature

 β  –  not really a free parameter  
 ↳  most tracks are SM particles  
 with known masses  →  L ~ t
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Low-pT tracks looping in the strong magnetic field generating >>1 hits per layer  →  substantial combinatorial background 
At CMS ~30% of hits in layer 4 are created by loopers 
with time reaching tens of nanoseconds    ▶ 

at pT = 150 MeV the curvature radius = 13.2 cm  (B = 3.8 T) 

Almost 100% of BIB hits at Muon Collider come  
from loopers of even smaller pT
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Loopers: another example

E. Migliore, 2019

Having timing information close to IP 
would allow to skip such hits 
at an earlier stage 
+ reduce fake rate

https://indico.cern.ch/event/794767/contributions/3305687/attachments/1789113/2916978/em20190201.pdf
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Technical implementation

The most straightforward way to include timing is probably through the Kalman Filter 
[x,y,z, px,py,pz]  →  [x,y,z,t, px,py,pz, β]   extending the track-state parameterisation + error matrix 

But execution of the Kalman Filter for each track candidate might still be too expensive 
↳  better to reduce combinatorics even earlier:  timing-aware seeding and track-propagation algorithms 

A number of features would be highly desirable from the user's point of view: 
1. implementation of timing-related correlations in the track propagation routines 
2. straightforward combination of hits with different spatial and time resolutions (including no time resolution at all) 
3. support of auxiliary hits from non-tracking detectors: calorimeters, muon tracks, PID detectors, beamspot, ... 

to easily implement things like topology constraints or regions of interest in a coherent way 

Having such features implemented in a flexible experiment-independent software (like ACTS) would certainly boost 
the application of 4D tracking detector by allowing to perform quick studies of different detector designs and 
algorithms, and evaluate their impact on the event-reconstruction performance
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Summary

The number of layers with timing information will definitely increase in the future trackers 

Both CMS and Muon Collider will suffer from huge combinatorics due to the high hit density 
which has to be reduced as efficiently as possible 

Timing information is completely orthogonal to the usual 3D spatial information 
providing many new correlations that can be exploited to improve track reconstruction 

It is important to make use of timing information not only at the track-filtering stage 
but also in the track seeding and propagation process 

Ultimate track-reconstruction strategy must take into account specific topologies of interest 
instead of searching for abstract hit combinations that look like a track candidate 

Coherent integration of inputs from other subdetectors is important


